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Abstract
The coloring problem (i.e., computing the chromatic number of a graph) can be solved in O˚p2nq
time, as shown by Bjo¨rklund, Husfeldt and Koivisto in 2009. For k “ 3, 4, better algorithms are known
for the k-coloring problem. 3-coloring can be solved in Op1.4nq time (Beigel and Eppstein, 2005) and
4-coloring can be solved in Op1.8nq time (Fomin, Gaspers and Saurabh, 2007). Surprisingly, for k ą 4 no
improvements over the general O˚p2nq are known. We show that both 5-coloring and 6-coloring can also
be solved in O pp2´ εqnq time for some ε ą 0. Moreover, we obtain an exponential improvement for k-
coloring for any constant k for a very large family of graphs. In particular, for any constants k,∆, α ą 0,
k-coloring for graphs with at least α ¨ n vertices of degree at most ∆ can be solved in O pp2´ εqnq time,
for some ε “ εk,∆,α ą 0. As a consequence, for any constant k we can solve k-coloring exponentially
faster than O˚p2nq for sparse graphs.
1 Introduction
The problem of k-coloring a graph, or determining the chromatic number of a graph (i.e., finding the
smallest k for which the graph is k-colorable) is one of the most classic and well studied NP-Complete
problems. Computing the chromatic number is listed as one of the first NP-Complete problems in Karp’s
paper from 1972 [15]. In a similar fashion to k-SAT, the problem of 2-coloring is polynomial, yet k-coloring
is NP-complete for every k ě 3 (proven independently by Lova´sz [20] and Stockmeyer [30]). An algorithm
solving 3-coloring in sub-exponential time would imply, via the mentioned reductions, that 3-SAT can also be
solved in sub-exponential time. It is strongly believed that this is not possible (as stated in a widely believed
conjecture called The Exponential Time Hypothesis [13]), and thus it is believed that exact algorithms solving
k-coloring must be exponential.
There is a substantial and ever-growing body of work exploring exponential-time worst-case algorithms for
NP-Complete problems. A 2003 survey of Woeginger [31] covers and refers to dozens of papers exploring such
algorithms for many problems including satisfiability, graph coloring, knapsack, TSP, maximum independent
sets and more. A subsequent book of Fomin and Kaski [10] further covers the topic of exact exponential-time
algorithms.
For satisfiability (i.e., SAT), the running time of the trivial algorithm enumerating over all possible assign-
ments is O˚p2nq. No algorithms solving SAT in time O˚ pp2´ εqnq for any ε ą 0 are known, and a popular
conjecture called The Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis [5] states that no such algorithm exists. On the
other hand, it is known that for every fixed k there exists a constant εk ą 0 such that k-SAT can be solved
in O˚ pp2´ εkqnq time. A result of this type was first published by Monien and Speckenmeyer in 1985 [21].
A long list of improvements for the values of εk were published since, including the celebrated 1998 PPSZ
algorithm of Paturi, Pudla´k, Saks and Zane [23] and the recent improvement over it by Hansen, Kaplan,
Zamir and Zwick [11].
For coloring, on the other hand, the situation is less understood. The trivial algorithm solving k-coloring
by enumerating over all possible colorings takes O˚pknq time. Thus, it is not even immediately clear that
computing the chromatic number of a graph can be done in O˚pcnq time for a constant c independent of k.
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In 1976, Lawler [19] introduced the idea of using dynamic-programming to find the minimal number of
independent sets covering the graph. The trivial implementation of this idea results in an O˚p3nq algorithm.
More sophisticated bounds on the number of maximal independent sets in a graph and fast algorithms to
enumerate over them (Moon and Moser [22], Paull and Unger [24]) resulted in an O˚p2.4422nq algorithm.
This was improved several times (including Eppstein [8] and Byskov [4]), until finally an algorithm computing
the chromatic number in O˚p2nq time was devised by Bjo¨rklund, Husfeldt and Koivisto in 2009 [3]. This
settled an open problem of Woeginger [31]. A relatively recent survey of Husfeldt [12] covers the progress
on graph coloring algorithms.
For k “ 3, 4, better algorithms are known for the k-coloring problem. Schiermeyer [27] showed that 3-coloring
can be solved in O˚p1.415nq time. Biegel and Eppstein [1] gave algorithms solving 3-coloring in O˚p1.3289nq
time and 4-coloring in O˚p1.8072nq time in 2005. Fomin, Gaspers and Saurabh [9] have improved the
running time of 4-coloring to O˚p1.7272nq in 2007. Unlike the situation in k-SAT, for every k ą 4 the best
known running time for k-coloring is O˚p2nq, the same as computing the chromatic number. Thus, a very
fundamental question was left wide open.
Open Problem 1. Can 5-coloring be solved in O˚ pp2´ εqnq time, for some ε ą 0?
and more generally,
Open Problem 2. Can k-coloring be solved in O˚ pp2´ εkqnq time, for some εk ą 0, for every k?
In our work, we answer Problem 1 affirmatively, the answer extends to 6-coloring as well. We also make
major steps towards settling Problem 2.
The main technical theorem of our paper follows.
Definition 1.1. For 0 ď α ď 1 and ∆ ą 0 we say that a graph G “ pV pGq, EpGqq is pα,∆q-bounded if it
contains at least α ¨ |V pGq| vertices of degree at most ∆.
Theorem 1.2. For every k,∆, α ą 0 there exists εk,∆,α ą 0 such that we can solve k-coloring for
pα,∆q-bounded graphs in O pp2´ εk,∆,αqnq time.
In other words, we can answer Problem 2 affirmatively unless the graph has almost only vertices of super-
constant degrees. In particular, we get faster algorithms for sparse graphs.
Corollary 1.3 (of Theorem 1.2). For every k,C ą 0 there exists εk,C ą 0 such that we can solve k-coloring
for graphs with |EpGq| ď C ¨ |V pGq| in O pp2´ εk,Cqnq time.
Improvements for exponential algorithms solving partitioning problems in the case of bounded average degree
appeared before. Cygan and Pilipzcuk [7] obtained an improvement for the running time required for the
Traveling Salesman Problem for graphs with bounded average degree. In their paper, they state the problem
of doing the same for chromatic number as an open problem, which we settle in this paper. A similar result
for the more restricted case of bounded degree graphs was obtained by Bjo¨rklund et al. in [2].
It is important to stress that Theorem 1.2 is much stronger than Corollary 1.3. In particular, we use it to
construct the following reductions.
Theorem 1.4. Given an algorithm solving pk ´ 1q-list-coloring in time O pp2´ εqnq for some constant
ε ą 0, we can construct an algorithm solving k-coloring in time O `p2´ ε1qn˘ for some (other) constant
ε1 ą 0. Furthermore, the reduction is deterministic.
Theorem 1.5. Given an algorithm solving pk´2q-list-coloring in time O pp2´ εqnq for some constant ε ą 0,
we can construct an algorithm solving k-coloring with high probability in time O
`p2´ ε1qn˘ for some (other)
constant ε1 ą 0.
From which we finally conclude the following, answering Problem 1 affirmatively.
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Theorem 1.6. 5-coloring can be solved in time O pp2´ εqnq for some constant ε ą 0.
Theorem 1.7. 6-coloring can be solved with high probability in time O pp2´ εqnq for some constant ε ą 0.
We note that our 5-coloring algorithm is deterministic, while our 6-coloring algorithm is randomized with
an exponentially small one-sided error probability.
As part of our work, we develop a new removal lemma for small subsets. This could be of independent
interest. Very roughly, it states that every collection of small sets must have a large sub-collection that can
be made pairwise-disjoint by the removal of a small subset of the universe. The exact statement follows.
Theorem 1.8. Let F be a collection of subsets of a universe U such that every set F P F is of size |F | ď ∆.
Let C ą 0 be any constant. Then, there exist subsets F 1 Ď F and U 1 Ď U , such that
• |F 1| ą ρp∆, Cq ¨ |F | ` C ¨ |U 1|, where ρp∆, Cq ą 0 depends only on ∆, C.
• The sets in F 1 are disjoint when restricted to UzU 1, i.e., for every F1, F2 P F 1 we have F1 X F2 Ď U 1.
In Appendix A.1 we present an upper bound for the function ρ appearing in Theorem 1.8. This upper bound
implies that the constant ε we can obtain using our technique must be very small.
1.1 Organization of the Paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we go over the preliminary tools that we use in
the paper. In Section 3 we further elaborate on the O˚p2nq algorithm of Bjo¨rklund, Husfeldt and Koivisto
for computing the chromatic number of a graph [3].
The main algorithmic contribution of the paper appears in Section 4, in which we prove Theorem 1.2. The
section is partitioned into two main parts. In Section 4.1 we present our ideas in a simpler manner and
get a result limited to bounded degree graphs. Then, in Section 4.2, which is more technically involved, we
complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
As part of Section 4.2, we use Theorem 1.8, a combinatorial result independent of the algorithmic tools of
Section 4. The proof of Theorem 1.8 appears in Section 5.
In Section 6 we use Theorem 1.2 as a main ingredient in a reduction from k-coloring to pk´ 1q-list-coloring.
In this section, we prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.6. In Section 7 we refine the ideas used in Section 6 and
construct a reduction from k-coloring to pk´2q-list-coloring. In this section, we prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.7.
We finally conclude the paper and present a few open problems in Section 8.
2 Preliminaries
The terminology used throughout the paper is standard. For a graph G we denote by V pGq and EpGq
its vertex-set and edge-set, respectively. For a subset V 1 Ď V pGq we denote by GrV 1s the sub-graph of G
induced by V 1. For v P V we denote by degpvq the degree of v in G, by Npvq the set of neighbours of v, and
by N rvs :“ NpV q Y tvu.
For 0 ď α ď 1 and ∆ ą 0 we say that a graph G “ pV pGq, EpGqq is pα,∆q-bounded if it contains at least
α ¨ |V pGq| vertices of degree at most ∆. Note that if α “ 1 this definition coincides with the standard
definition of a bounded degree graph.
In the k-coloring problem, we are given a graph G and need to decide whether there exists a k-coloring
c : V pGq Ñ rks of G, such that for every pu, vq P EpGq we have cpuq ‰ cpvq. If a graph has a k-coloring, we
say that it is k-colorable. In the chromatic number problem, we are given a graph G and need to compute
χpGq, the minimal integer k for which G is k-colorable.
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In the k-list-coloring problem, we are given a graph G and a set Cv Ď U of size |Cv| ď k for every v P V pGq,
where U is some arbitrary universe. We need to decide whether there exists a coloring c : V pGq Ñ U such
that for every v P V pGq we have cpvq P Cv and for every pu, vq P EpGq we have cpuq ‰ cpvq.
In a general pa, bq-CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem, see [18] or [28] for a complete definition and
discussions) we are given a list of constraints1 on the values of subsets of size b of n a-ary variables, and need
to decide whether there exists an assignment of values to the variables for which all constraints are satisfied.
k-coloring and k-list-coloring are examples of pk, 2q-CSP problems. k-SAT is an example of a p2, kq-CSP
problem.
2.1 Inverse Mo¨bius Transform
Let U be an n-element set. The Inverse Mo¨bius transform (sometimes also called the Zeta transform) [26]
maps a function f : P pUq Ñ R from the power-set of U into another function fˆ : P pUq Ñ R defined as
fˆpXq “
ÿ
YĎX
fpY q.
Naively, fˆpXq is computed using 2|X| additions. Thus, we can compute all values of fˆ in a straightforward
manner with Op3nq operations. Yates’ method from 1937 ([17], [32]) improves on the above and computes all
values of fˆ using just Opn2nq operations. The resulting algorithm is usually called the fast mo¨bius transform
or the fast zeta transform ([3], [16]). The authors of [2] and [3] use the fast Inverse Mo¨bius Transform to
devise algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems such as computing the chromatic and the domatic
numbers of a graph. The algorithm of [3] is summarized in Section 3.
A description of Yates’ method follows.
Lemma 2.1. The Inverse Mo¨bius Tranform fˆ for some function f : P pUq Ñ R can be computed in Opn2nq
time, where n :“ |U |.
Proof. Denote by U “ tu1, . . . , unu some enumeration of U ’s elements. Denote by f0 :“ f . We preform n
iterations for i “ 1, . . . , n, in which we compute all values of the function fi : P pUq Ñ R defined using fi´1
as follows.
fipXq “
#
fi´1pXq ` fi´1pXztuiuq if ui P X
fi´1pXq otherwise
Namely, in the i-th iteration we add the values the function gets in the sub-cube defined by ui “ 0 to the
corresponding values in the sub-cube defined by ui “ 1.
A simple induction on i shows that fipXq “ řY PSipXq fpY q where SipXq is the set of all subsets Y Ď X
such that
tuj P Y | j ą iu “ tuj P X | j ą iu
In particular, by the end of the algorithm fn “ fˆ .
2.2 Decision versus Search
The k-coloring problem can be stated in two natural ways. In the first, given a graph G decide whether it
can be colored using k colors. The the second, given a graph G return a k-coloring for it if one exists, or say
that no such coloring exists. A few folklore reductions show that the two problems have the same running
time up to polynomial factors. We state one for completeness. Others appear in the survey of [12].
1A general constraint on a set x1, . . . , xb of a-ary variables is a subset T of the a
b possible assignments in tx1, . . . xbu Ñ ras.
The constraint is satisfied by an assignment c, possibly on more variables, if c
ˇˇ
tx1,...xbu P T .
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Lemma 2.2. Let A be an algorithm deciding whether a graph is k-colorable in OpT pnqq time. Then, there
exists an algorithm A1 that finds a k-coloring for G, if one exists, in O˚pT pnqq time.
Proof. We describe A1. First, use ApGq to decide whether G is k-colorable, if it returns False we return that
no k-coloring exists. Otherwise, repeat the following iterative process. For every pair of distinct vertices
pu, vq R EpGq that is not an edge of G, use A pG1 :“ pV pGq, EpGq Y tpu, vquqq to check whether G stays
k-colorable after adding pu, vq as an edge. If it does, add pu, vq to EpGq. We stop when no such pair pu, vq
exists.
The reader can verify that the resulting graph must be a complement of k disjoint cliques, and thus we can
easily construct a k-coloring.
A problem comes up while trying to use this type of reductions in the settings of this paper. The afore-
mentioned reduction adds edges to the graph, and therefore increases the degrees of vertices. In particular,
we cannot use it (or other similar reductions) in a black-box manner for statements like Theorem 1.2. The
algorithm of [2] solves the decision version of k-coloring for bounded degree graphs, and cannot be trivially
converted into an algorithm that finds a coloring. The algorithms presented in this paper, on the other hand,
can be easily converted into algorithms that find a k-coloring. This is briefly discussed later in Section 4.3.
3 Overview of the O˚p2nq algorithm
In this section we present a summary of Bjo¨rklund, Husfeldt and Koivisto’s algorithm from [3]. We present
a concise variant of their work that applies specifically to the coloring problem. The original paper covers a
larger variety of set partitioning problems and thus the description in this section is simpler.
We begin by making the following very simple observation, yielding an equivalent phrasing of the coloring
problem.
Observation 1. A graph G is k-colorable if and only if its vertex set V pGq can be covered by k independent
sets.
A short outline of the algorithm follows, complete details appear below. We need to decide whether V pGq
can be covered by k independent sets. In order to do so, we compute the number of independent sets in every
induced sub-graph and then use a simple inclusion-exclusion argument in order to compute the number of
(ordered) covers of V pGq by k independent sets. We are interested in whether this number is positive.
Definition 3.1. For a subset V 1 Ď V pGq of vertices, let ipGrV 1sq denote the number of independent sets in
the induced sub-graph GrV 1s.
We next show that using dynamic programming, we can quickly compute these values.
Lemma 3.2. We can compute the values of ipGrV 1sq for all V 1 Ď V in O˚p2nq time.
Proof. Let v P V 1 be an arbitrary vertex contained in V 1. The number of independent sets in V 1 that do not
contain v is exactly ipGrV 1ztvusq. On the other hand, the number of independent sets in V 1 that do contain
v is exactly ipGrV 1zN rvssq. Thus, we have
ipGrV 1sq “ ipGrV 1ztvusq ` ipGrV 1zN rvssq.
We note that both V 1ztvu and V 1zN rvs are of size strictly less than |V 1|. Thus, we can compute all 2n values
of ipGr¨sq using dynamic programming processing the sets in non-decreasing order of size.
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Consider the expression
F pGq “
ÿ
V 1ĎV pGq
p´1q|V pGq|´|V 1| ¨ ipGrV 1sqk.
Using the values of ipGr¨sq computed in Lemma 3.2, we can easily compute the value of F pGq by directly
evaluating the above expression in O˚p2nq time.
Lemma 3.3. Let S1 Ď S2 be sets. It holds that
ÿ
S1ĎSĎS2
p´1q|S| “
#
0 if S1 ‰ S2
p´1q|S2| if S1 “ S2
Proof. If S1 Ĺ S2 then there exists a vertex v P S2zS1. We can pair each set S1 Ď S Ď S2 with S4tvu, its
symmetric difference with tvu. Clearly, in each pair of sets one is of odd size and one is of even size, and thus
their signs cancel each other. Therefore, the sum is zero. In the second case, the claim is straightforward.
Lemma 3.4. F pGq equals the number of k-tuples pI0, . . . , Ik´1q of independent sets in G such that V pGq “
I0 Y . . .Y Ik´1.
Proof. As ipGrV 1sq counts the number of independent sets in GrV 1s, raising it to the k-th power (namely,
ipGrV 1sqk) counts the number of k-tuples of independent sets in GrV 1s.
Let pI0, . . . , Ik´1q be a k-tuple of independent sets in G. It appears exactly in terms of the sum corresponding
to sets V 1 such that I0 Y . . . Y Ik´1 Ď V 1 Ď V pGq. Each time this k-tuple is counted, it is counted
with a sign determined by the parity of V 1. By Lemma 3.3, the sum of the signs corresponding to sets
I0 Y . . .Y Ik´1 Ď V 1 Ď V pGq is zero if I0 Y . . .Y Ik´1 ‰ V pGq and one if I0 Y . . .Y Ik´1 “ V pGq.
We conclude with
Corollary 3.5. F pGq can be computed in time O˚p2nq, and G is k-colorable if and only if F pGq ą 0.
4 Faster k-Coloring Algorithms for pα,∆q-bounded Graphs
The main purpose of this section is proving Theorem 1.2.
We first outline our approach. Let G be a graph with a constant chromatic number χpGq ď k. It is well
known that G must contain a large independent set. Let S be an independent set in G. We think of |S| as
a constant fraction of |V pGq|, when we consider k as a constant. Let c : pV pGqzSq Ñ rks be a k-coloring
of the induced sub-graph GrV pGqzSs. We say that c can be extended to a k-coloring of G if there exists a
proper k-coloring c1 : V pGq Ñ rks such that c1 ˇˇ
V pGqzS “ c. For a subset V 1 Ď V pGqzS of vertices, we say
that c does not use the full palette on V 1 if |cpV 1q| ă k, namely, if c does not use all k colors on the vertices
of V 1. Clearly, a proper k-coloring c of V pGqzS can be extended to a proper k-coloring of G if and only
if |cpNpsqq| ă k for every s P S.Our approach, on a high-level, is to construct an algorithm that finds an
extendable k-coloring of V pGqzS. We aim to do so in O
´
2|V pGqzS| p2´ εq|S|
¯
time.
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𝑠1
𝑠2
𝑠3
𝑁(𝑠1)
𝑁(𝑠2)
𝑁(𝑠3)
In Section 4.1 we consider a restricted version of the problem in which the independent set S has the following
two additional properties. First, we assume that every vertex s P S is of degree degpsq ď ∆, where ∆ is
some constant. Second, we assume that no pair of vertices s1, s2 P S share a neighbor in G. Equivalently,
the neighborhoods Npsq for every s P S are all disjoint. Under these conditions, we present an algorithm
that runs in O
´
2|V pGqzS| p2´ εq|S|
¯
time, where ε depends only on ∆. As ε does not depend on k, we can
in fact compute the chromatic number of G exponentially faster than O˚p2nq if G contains an independent
set S with these properties. We also observe that if G is of maximum degree ∆ then it contains a large such
independent set S. Our algorithm is based on methods that generalize Section 3, and on a simple approach
to implicitly compute values of the Inverse Mo¨bius Transform.
𝑠1
𝑠2
𝑠3
𝑁(𝑠1)
𝑁(𝑠2)
𝑁(𝑠3)
In Section 4.2 we modify the algorithm of Section 4.1 and remove the second assumption on S. Namely, we
now only assume that S is an independent set and that for every s P S we have degpsq ď ∆. Our algorithm
still runs in O
´
2|V pGqzS| p2´ εq|S|
¯
time, yet now ε depends on both ∆ and k. A main ingredient in the
modification is a strong new removal lemma for small subsets. The proof of this combinatorial lemma is
given in Section 5 and its statement is used in a black-box manner in this section.
4.1 k-coloring bounded-degree graphs
In this subsection we begin illustrating the ideas leading towards proving Theorem 1.2. We also prove the
following (much) weaker statement.
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Theorem 4.1. For every k,∆ there exists εk,∆ ą 0 such that we can solve k-coloring for graphs with
maximum degree ∆ in O pp2´ εk,∆qnq time.
In fact, as a graph G with maximum degree ∆ has chromatic number χpGq ď ∆ ` 1, we can compute the
chromatic number of a graph with degrees bounded by ∆ in time O pp2´ ε∆`1,∆qnq.
As outlined in the beginning of this section, our approach begins by finding a large independent set with some
additional properties. We show that a graph with bounded degrees must contain a very large independent
set S such that the distance between each pair of vertices in S is at least three. In other words, S is an
independent set, and no pair of vertices in S share a neighbor. In particular, the neighborhoods Npsq for
s P S are all disjoint. The core theorem of this subsection is
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a graph and S Ď V pGq a set of vertices such that the distance between each two
vertices in S is at least three and the degree of each vertex in S is at most ∆. For any k, we can solve
k-coloring for G in O˚
`
2|V pGq|´|S| ¨ p2´ 2´∆q|S|˘ time.
It is important to note that the existence of such a set S is our sole use of the bound on the graph degrees.
Note that the bound of Theorem 4.2 does not depend on k. Thus, we get an exponential improvement for
computing the chromatic number of a graph G that contains a large enough set S with the stated properties.
Before proving Theorem 4.2, we describe a simple algorithm for finding a set S with the required properties
in bounded-degree graphs.
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a graph with maximum degree at most ∆. There exists a set S Ď V pGq of at
least 11`∆2 ¨ |V pGq| vertices such that the distance between every distinct pair s1, s2 P S is at least three.
Furthermore, we can find such S efficiently.
Proof. We construct S in a greedy manner. We begin with S “ H and V 1 “ V pGq. As long as V 1 is not
empty we pick an arbitrary vertex v P V 1 and add it to S. We then remove from V 1 the vertex v and every
vertex of distance at most two from it.
By construction, the minimum distance between a pair of vertices in S is at least three. The size of the
2-neighborhood of a vertex is bounded by 1`∆`∆ ¨ p∆´ 1q “ 1`∆2 and thus we get the desired lower
bound on the size of S.
Theorem 4.1 now follows from Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let G be a graph of maximum degree at most ∆ and let k be an integer. By
Lemma 4.3, we can construct a set S of size |S| ě 11`∆2 ¨ |V pGq| satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.2.
Thus, by Theorem 4.2, we can solve k-coloring for G in time
O˚
´
2
n´ 1
1`∆2 n ¨ p2´ 2´∆q 11`∆2 n
¯
“ O˚
ˆˆ
2 ¨
´
1´ 2´p∆`1q
¯ 1
1`∆2
˙n ˙
.
In the rest of the subsection we prove Theorem 4.2.
Definition 4.4. For subsets V 1 Ď V pGqzS and S1 Ď S denote by βpV 1, S1q the number of independent sets
I in GrV 1s that intersect every neighborhood Npsq of s P S1, that is, I XNpsq ‰ H for every s P S1.
Consider, for a subset S1 Ď S, the following sum
hpG,S1q :“
ÿ
V 1ĎV pGqzS
p´1q|V pGq|´|V 1| β `V 1, S1˘k .
The following proof is almost identical to the proof of Lemma 3.4 in Section 3.
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Lemma 4.5. hpG,S1q is the number of covers of V pGqzS by k-tuples pI0, . . . , Ik´1q of independent sets in
GrV pGqzSs such that Ii XNpsq ‰ H for every s P S1 and every 0 ď i ď k ´ 1.
Proof. Each value of βpV 1, S1q counts independent sets in GrV 1s that intersect every neighborhood Npsq for
s P S1.
Each k-tuple pI0, . . . , Ik´1q of that type is counted in terms corresponding to sets V 1 such that
I0 Y . . .Y Ik´1 Ď V 1 Ď V pGqzS.
By Lemma 3.3 the multiplicity with which such k-tuple is counted is one if
I0 Y . . .Y Ik´1 “ V pGqzS.
and zero otherwise.
Consider the following expression.
HpG,Sq :“
ÿ
S1ĎS
p´1q|S| hpG,S1q
HpG,Sq is the number of covers of V pGqzS by k-tuples of independent sets that do not use the full palette
on any neighborhood Npsq for s P S. The precise claim follows.
Lemma 4.6. HpG,Sq is the number of covers of V pGqzS by k-tuples pI0, . . . , Ik´1q of independent sets in
GrV pGqzSs such that for every s P S there exists 0 ď i ď k ´ 1 such that Ii XNpsq “ H.
Proof. In Lemma 4.5 we showed that hpG,S1q counts the number of covers of V pGqzS by k-tuples pI0, . . . , Ik´1q
of independent sets in GrV pGqzSs such that for every s P S1 and for every 0 ď i ď k´1 we have IiXNpsq ‰ H.
A covering k-tuple of independent sets pI0, . . . , Ik´1q is counted exactly in terms corresponding to subsets
S1 such that for every 0 ď i ď k ´ 1 and every s P S1, the independent set Ii intersects the neighborhood
Npsq. These are exactly the subsets S1 such that
S1 Ď ts P S | @0 ď i ď k ´ 1, Ii XNpsq ‰ Hu.
Using Lemma 3.3 with S1 “ H and S2 “ ts P S | @0 ď i ď k ´ 1, Ii X Npsq ‰ Hu we deduce that the
multiplicity with which the k-tuple is counted is one if
ts P S | @0 ď i ď k ´ 1, Ii XNpsq ‰ Hu “ H
and zero otherwise.
As outlined at the beginning of the section, we now claim that HpG,Sq is positive if and only if G is k-
colorable. Note that for the correctness of this lemma we still did not use the disjointness of the neighborhoods
Npsq. We will need this property to improve the computation time.
Lemma 4.7. Let G be a graph and S an independent set in it. Then, HpG,Sq ą 0 if and only if G is
k-colorable.
Proof. Assume that there exists a k-coloring c : V pGq Ñ rks of G. For 0 ď i ď k ´ 1 denote by
Ii :“ tv P V pGqzS | cpvq “ iu
the subset of V pGqzS colored by i. Each Ii is an independent set as c is a proper coloring of G. Furthermore,
for each s P S, the neighborhood Npsq does not intersect Icpsq. Thus, pI0, . . . , Ik´1q is a cover of V pGqzS by
k independent sets that do not all intersect any neighborhood Npsq of s P S. By Lemma 4.6, HpG,Sq ě 1.
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On the other hand, if HpG,Sq ą 0 then by Lemma 4.6 there exists a cover by independent sets and in
particular a k-coloring c : V pGqzS Ñ rks of GrV pGqzSs such that the full palette is not used on any
neighborhood Npsq for s P S. Thus, we may extend c to a k-coloring c1 : V pGq Ñ rks of the entire graph by
coloring each s P S with a color that does not appear in cpNpsqq. As S is an independent set, this coloring
is proper.
Up to this point, we have formalized the outline from the beginning of this section, reducing k-coloring to a
problem of k-coloring with some restrictions the smaller graph GrV pGqzSs and then to the computation of
HpG,Sq.
Unfortunately, HpG,Sq is a sum of 2|S| terms, each of the form hpG,S1q which is a sum of 2|V pGq|´|S| terms
by itself. Evidently, there are 2n different terms of the form βpV 1, S1q that are used in the definition of
HpG,Sq. Thus, we cannot hope to compute HpG,Sq in less than 2n steps if we need to explicitly examine
2n terms of the form βp¨, ¨q. Moreover, it is also not clear how quickly we can compute the values of βp¨, ¨q.
We begin by explaining how values of βp¨q can be computed efficiently. The term hpG,S1q is a weighted sum
of the values β pV 1, S1q for all V 1 Ď V pGqzS. Denote by βµ pV 1, S1q the indicator function that gets the value
1 if V 1 is an independent set in GrV pGqzSs and for every s P S1 we have V 1 XNpsq ‰ H, and 0 otherwise.
We can efficiently compute the value of βµ for a specific input in a straightforward manner (i.e., checking
whether it is an independent set that intersects the relevant sets). We observe that
β
`
V 1, S1
˘ “ ÿ
V 2ĎV 1
βµ
`
V 2, S1
˘
,
thus, β “ βˆµ as functions of V 1, and we can compute the values of β pV 1, S1q for all V 1 Ď V pGqzS in
O˚p2|V pGq|´|S|q time using the Inverse Mo¨bius Transform presented in Section 2.1.
An improvement to the running time comes from noticing that for many inputs pV 1, S1q the value of β pV 1, S1q
is zero. In particular, if V 1 XNpsq “ H, for some s P S1, then β pV 1, S1q “ 0 as no subset (and in particular
no independent set) in V 1 intersects Npsq. In the computation of hpG,S1q we only need to consider terms
corresponding to subsets V 1 Ď V pGqzS in which for every s P S1 the intersection V 1XNpsq is non-empty, as
the values of other terms are all zero. We present a variant of the Inverse Mo¨bius Transform that computes
only the non-zero values by implicitly setting the others to zero. We then show that for most subsets S1 Ď S
the number of non-zero entries is exponentially smaller than 2|V pGq|´|S|.
Definition 4.8. For any S1 Ď S denote by BpS1q :“ tV 1 Ď V pGqzS | @s P S1. V 1 XNpsq ‰ Hu the set of
all subsets of V pGqzS intersecting all neighborhoods of S1.
As we observed above, for every V 1 R BpS1q we have β pV 1, S1q “ 0. We conclude that
Observation 2. For every S1 we have
hpG,S1q “
ÿ
V 1PBpS1q
p´1q|V pGq|´|V 1| β `V 1, S1˘k .
Lemma 4.9. If the neighborhoods Npsq are disjoint for all s P S1, then we can compute hpG,S1q in
O˚p|BpS1q|q time.
Proof. It suffices to compute β pV 1, S1q for every V 1 P BpS1q and then use Observation 2. We do so by
introducing a variant of the Inverse Mo¨bius Transform that implicitly sets the value of β pV 1, S1q to zero for
every V 1 R BpS1q.
We first note that
BpS1q – P
˜
V pGqz
˜
S Y
ď
sPS1
Npsq
¸¸
ˆ
ą
sPS1
pP pNpsqqztHuq .
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Thus, we can efficiently construct a simple bijection between r|BpS1q|s and BpS1q as a Cartesian product.
We can also efficiently check if a set V 1 belongs to BpS1q. Let index : BpS1q Ñ r|BpS1q|s be a map from
BpS1q to indices of r|BpS1q|s. If V 1 R BpS1q we define indexpV 1q “ ´1. By the observation above, we can
define index in way for which index and index´1 are efficiently computable. We also arbitrarily order the
vertices of V pGqzS as v1, v2, . . . , v|V pGqzS|.
We describe the algorithm in pseudo-code.
Initialize an array f of size |BpS1q|;
for ` in r|BpS1q|s do
if index´1p`q is an independent set in GrV pGqzSs then
fp`q Ð 1 ;
else
fp`q Ð 0 ;
for i in r|V pGqzS|s do
for ` in r|BpS1q|s do
V 1 Ð index´1p`q ;
if vi P V 1 and indexpV 1ztviuq ‰ ´1 then
fp`q Ð fp`q ` fpindexpV 1ztviuqq;
We view f throughout the algorithm as function f : BpS1q Ñ N. Denote the function represented by f at
the end of the first for loop by f0. By definition, f0pV 1q “ βµ pV 1, S1q for every V 1 P BpS1q. Denote by fi
the function represented by f at the end of the i-th iteration of the second (outer) for loop.
We observe that fi is defined using fi´1 as
fipV 1q “
#
fi´1pV 1q ` fi´1pV 1ztviuq if vi P V 1
fi´1pV 1q otherwise
where fi´1pV 1ztviuq is implicitly defined to be zero if V 1ztviu R BpS1q.
By induction on i, similar to this of Section 2.1, we can show that
fipV 1q “
ÿ
V 2ĎV 1
V 2ztv1,...,viu“V 1ztv1,...,viu
fpV 2q.
In particular, by the end of the algorithm f “ fˆ0 “ βˆµ “ β for the entire domain BpS1q.
After computing hpG,S1q for every S1 Ď S we can compute HpG,Sq in O˚p2|S|q time. We thus finish the
proof of Theorem 4.2 with the following counting lemma.
Lemma 4.10. Assume that the neighborhoods Npsq are disjoint for all s P S and that each neighborhood is
of size |Npsq| ď ∆. Then, řS1ĎS |BpS1q| “ O˚ `2|V pGqzS| ¨ p2´ 2´∆q|S|˘.
Proof. Denote npsq :“ |Npsq|. Also denote by N “ ŤsPS Npsq all neighbors of vertices of S and by N c “pV pGqzSq zN their complement in V pGqzS. We have
|BpS1q| “ 2|Nc| ¨
ź
sPS1
´
2npsq ´ 1
¯
¨
ź
sPSzS1
2npsq
“ 2|Nc| ¨
ź
sPS1
´
1´ 2´npsq
¯
¨
ź
sPS
2npsq
“ 2|Nc| ¨
ź
sPS1
´
1´ 2´npsq
¯
¨ 2|N |
“ 2|V pGqzS| ¨
ź
sPS1
´
1´ 2´npsq
¯
.
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For every s P S we have npsq ď ∆ and thus `1´ 2´npsq˘ ď `1´ 2´∆˘. Hence,
|BpS1q| ď 2|V pGqzS| ¨
ź
sPS1
`
1´ 2´∆˘
“ 2|V pGqzS| ¨ `1´ 2´∆˘|S1| .
Therefore we have ÿ
S1ĎS
|BpS1q| ď
ÿ
S1ĎS
2|V pGqzS| ¨ `1´ 2´∆˘|S1|
“ 2|V pGqzS| ¨
|S|ÿ
i“0
ˆ|S|
i
˙`
1´ 2´∆˘i
“ 2|V pGqzS| ¨ p2´ 2´∆q|S|.
4.2 From bounded-degree graphs to pα,∆q-bounded graphs
In this section we prove the main technical theorem of the paper.
Theorem 1.2. For every k,∆, α ą 0 there exists εk,∆,α ą 0 such that we can solve k-coloring for
pα,∆q-bounded graphs in O pp2´ εk,∆,αqnq time.
As in Section 4.1, we deduce Theorem 1.2 from the following theorem.
Theorem 4.11. Let G be a graph and S Ď V pGq an independent set in G. Assume that the degree of each
vertex in S is at most ∆. Then, we can solve k-coloring for G in O˚
`
2|V pGq| ¨ p1´ εk,∆q|S|
˘
time, for some
constant εk,∆ ą 0.
Let G be a graph with a subset U Ď V pGq of vertices such that for every v P U we have degpvq ď ∆.
In a similar fashion to Lemma 4.3 of the previous subsection (and even slightly simpler), we can greedily
construct a subset S Ď U of size |S| ě 11`∆ ¨|U | which is an independent set. Thus, Theorem 4.11 immediately
implies Theorem 1.2. Unlike the case of Section 4.1, this time the neighborhoods Npsq for s P S are not
necessarily disjoint. Thus, statements comparable to Lemma 4.10 are not true. Our solution for this problem
is surprisingly general. In Section 1.8 we prove the following new type of removal lemma for small sets.
Theorem 1.8. Let F be a collection of subsets of a universe U such that every set F P F is of size |F | ď ∆.
Let C ą 0 be any constant. Then, there exist subsets F 1 Ď F and U 1 Ď U , such that
• |F 1| ą ρp∆, Cq ¨ |F | ` C ¨ |U 1|, where ρp∆, Cq ą 0 depends only on ∆, C.
• The sets in F 1 are disjoint when restricted to UzU 1, i.e., for every F1, F2 P F 1 we have F1 X F2 Ď U 1.
Plugging F “ tNpsqusPS , we get a small set U 1 Ď V pGqzS of graph vertices, and a large subset S1 Ď S of
the independent set, such that the neighborhoods Npsq of s P S1 become pairwise disjoint if we remove the
vertices of U 1 from G. As we want to preserve the correctness of the algorithm, we do not actually remove U 1
from G, but enumerate over the colors they receive in a proper k-coloring, if one exists. The main technical
gap is adjusting the algorithm and proofs of Section 4.1 to the case in which some of the graph vertices have
fixed colors.
Theorem 4.12. Let G be a graph, V0 Ď V pGq a subset of its vertices and c : V0 Ñ rks a proper k-coloring
of GrV0s. Denote by V :“ V pGqzV0. Let S Ď V be an independent set in G such that the distance in
GrV s between each two vertices of S is at least three and the degree in GrV s of each vertex in S is at
most ∆. For any k, we can decide whether c can be extended to a k-coloring of the entire graph G in
O˚
`
2|V |´|S| ¨ p2´ 2´∆q|S|˘ time.
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Throughout the rest of the section, it is important to carefully distinguish V pGq from V . Note that V does
not include the vertices of V0, as their colors are already fixed. For j P rks, denote by V j0 :“ c´1pjq the
subset of V0 colored by j color. Note that V0 “ Ťkj“1 V j0 . We begin adapting the algorithm by redefining
the βp¨, ¨q function.
Definition 4.13. For subsets V 1 Ď V zS, S1 Ď S, and a color j P rks, we denote by βjpV 1, S1q the number
of sets I Ď V 1 such that I Y V j0 is an independent set in G and that I Y V j0 intersects Npsq for every s P S1,
that is, for every s P S1 we have
´
I Y V j0
¯
XNpsq ‰ H.
We also revise the definition of
hpG,S1q :“
ÿ
V 1ĎV zS
p´1q|V |´|V 1|
k´1ź
j“0
βj
`
V 1, S1
˘
.
The proof of Lemma 4.5 can be easily revised to show the following.
Lemma 4.14. hpG,S1q is the number of covers of V zS by k-tuples of sets I0, . . . , Ik´1 such that for every
j P rks, Ij Y V j0 is an independent set in G and that for every s P S1 and every j P rks the set Ij Y V j0
intersects the neighborhood Npsq.
Without revising the definition of HpG,Sq, the proof of Lemma 4.6 now shows that
Lemma 4.15. HpG,Sq is the number of covers of V zS by k-tuples of sets I0, . . . , Ik´1 such that for every
j P rks, Ij YV j0 is an independent set in G and that for every s P S the neighborhood Npsq is not intersected
by at least one of the k independent sets
´
Ij Y V j0
¯
for j P rks.
Therefore, we have
Lemma 4.16. Let G be a graph, V0 Ď V pGq a subset of its vertices and c : V0 Ñ rks a proper k-coloring of
GrV0s. Denote by V :“ V pGqzV0. Let S Ď V be an independent set in G. Then, HpG,Sq ą 0 if and only if
c can be extended to a k-coloring of G.
The non-trivial part of the revision and the heart of this subsection, is adjusting the algorithm for computing
the values of hpG,S1q without increasing the running time.
For j P rks, denote by
Sj :“ ts P S | Npsq X V j0 ‰ Hu
the set of vertices in S whose neighborhood intersects V j0 . The key observation of this subsection follows.
Lemma 4.17. For any j P rks, S1 Ď S, V 1 Ď V , we have
βj
`
V 1, S1
˘ “ βj `V 1, S1 Y Sj˘
Proof. For any set I Ď V 1 the set I Y V j0 intersects every set in tNpsqusPSj . In particular, an independent
set I Ď V 1 intersects all of tNpsqusPS1 if and only if it intersects all of tNpsqusPpS1YSjq.
Lemma 4.17 implies that it is enough to compute βj pV 1, S1q only for sets S1 Ď SzSj , as its other values can
be deduced from these as βj pV 1, S1q “ βj pV 1, S1zSjq.
For any S1 Ď S we again denote by BpS1q :“ tV 1 Ď V zS | @s P S1. V 1 XNpsq ‰ Hu the set of all subsets of
V zS intersecting all neighborhoods of S1. Note the slight difference from Section 4.1 of considering subsets
of V zS and not of V pGqzS.
As for every s P SzSj , NpsqXV j0 “ H, we still have that for every V 1 R BpS1q the value of βj pV 1, S1q is zero.
In particular, we can still use the implicit Inverse Mo¨bius Transform of Lemma 4.9 and get
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Lemma 4.18. Assume S1 Ď SzSj. We can compute βj pV 1, S1q for every V 1 P BpS1q in O˚p|BpS1q|q time.
By Lemma 4.10 we get ÿ
S1ĎSzSj
|BpS1q| “ O˚
´
2|V zS| ¨ p2´ 2´∆q|SzSj |
¯
.
We can thus compute βj pV 1, S1q for every S1 Ď SzSj and every V 1 P BpS1q in O˚
`
2|V zS| ¨ p2´ 2´∆q|SzSj |˘
time. This is the time to emphasise a crucial point. Note that if we would consider every S1 Ď S instead
of S1 Ď SzSj , then the running time would be O˚
`
2|V zS| ¨ p2´ 2´∆q|SzSj | ¨ 2|Sj |˘, as the neighborhoods
corresponding to Sj are intersected by V
j
0 . This is why we compute every βj separately, and do so for all
relevant sets S1 before computing even a single value hpG,S1q. As it always holds that |SzSj | ď |S|, we
conclude that
Corollary 4.19. We can compute βj pV 1, S1q for all j P rks, S1 Ď SzSj and V 1 P BpS1q in
O˚
`
2|V zS| ¨ p2´ 2´∆q|S|˘ time.
Note that k “ O˚p1q.
We are now ready to compute the values of hpG,S1q. We start by making the following observation.
Observation 3. If
Şk´1
j“0 Sj ‰ H then c cannot be extended to a coloring of G.
This holds as if some s P S has neighbors colored in each of the k colors then it cannot be properly colored.
We are thus dealing with the case where
Şk´1
j“0 Sj “ H.
Lemma 4.20. For any S1 Ď S and V 1 Ď V zS such that V 1 R BpS1q we have
k´1ź
j“0
βj
`
V 1, S1
˘ “ 0.
Proof. As V 1 R BpS1q there exists some s P S such that V 1 X Npsq “ H. As Şk´1j“0 Sj “ H, there exists a
j P rks for which s R Sj . Thus, V j0 XNpsq “ H as well. We conclude that βj pV 1, S1q “ 0.
From Lemma 4.17 and Lemma 4.20 we conclude that
hpG,S1q :“
ÿ
V 1PBpS1q
p´1q|V |´|V 1|
k´1ź
j“0
βj
`
V 1, S1zSj
˘
.
Thus, we can compute hpG,S1q in O˚p|BpS1q|q time using the values computed in Corollary 4.19. Using
Lemma 4.10 once again, we get thatÿ
S1ĎS
|BpS1q| “ O˚
´
2|V zS| ¨ p2´ 2´∆q|S|
¯
which completes the proof of Theorem 4.12.
We can now prove Theorem 4.11.
Proof. We apply the removal lemma of Theorem 1.8 to F “ tNpsqusPS with C to be chosen later. We thus
get a sub-collection S1 Ď S and a subset of vertices V0 Ď V pGqzS such that |S1| ą ρp∆, Cq ¨ |S| `C ¨ |V0| and
that for every s1, s2 P S1 it holds that Nps1q XNps2q Ď V0. Denote by V “ V pGqz pS1 Y V0q. We enumerate
over all k-colorings c : V0 Ñ rks. For each coloring c, we check if it is a proper k-coloring of GrV0s and if so
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we apply Theorem 4.12 on G with V0, c, S
1. If any of the applications of Theorem 4.12 returned that there
exists a valid extension of c to a coloring of G, we return that G is k-colorable, and otherwise that it is not.
The running time of the entire algorithm, up to polynomial factors, is
k|V0| ¨
´
2|V zS
1| ¨ p2´ 2´∆q|S1|
¯
“ 2|V | ¨ k|V0| ¨ p1´ 2´p∆`1qq|S1| ď 2|V | ¨ k|V0| ¨ p1´ 2´p∆`1qqρp∆,Cq¨|S|`C¨|V0|.
By picking C “ log k´ logp1´2´p∆`1qq ą 0 we have
k|V0| ¨ p1´ 2´p∆`1qqC¨|V0| “ 1
and thus the running time is bound by
2|V | ¨ p1´ 2´p∆`1qqρp∆,Cq¨|S|.
4.3 On finding a coloring
In both previous subsections, we used the bounds on the degrees only in order to construct a good independent
set S. After doing so, we may apply the self-reduction of Section 2.2 to the graph GrV pGqzSs, in which
we no longer care about the number of edges nor the degrees. This would result in finding a k-coloring of
GrV pGqzSs. Such coloring can be extended to a k-coloring of G by the constructive proof of Lemma 4.7.
The exact claim follows.
Lemma 4.21. In the conditions of Theorem 4.2 or Theorem 4.11 we can also find a k-coloring of G.
Proof. Consider the reduction between the decision and search versions of k-coloring of Lemma 2.2. Since
adding edges to vertices whose both endpoints are in V pGqzS does not violate the conditions of the theorems,
we may apply the reduction of Lemma 2.2 to GrV pGqzSs. By the end of the reduction, we have a k-coloring
of GrV pGqzSs that is a restriction of some k-coloring of G. We can extend this k-coloring to a k-coloring of
G using the algorithm of Lemma 4.7.
As a corollary, in the conditions of Theorem 1.2 we can also find a k-coloring of G.
5 Removal Lemma For Small Sets
In this section we show that any collection of small sets must contain a large sub-collection of almost
pairwise-disjoint sets. The precise statement follows.
Theorem 1.8. Let F be a collection of subsets of a universe U such that every set F P F is of size |F | ď ∆.
Let C ą 0 be any constant. Then, there exist subsets F 1 Ď F and U 1 Ď U , such that
• |F 1| ą ρp∆, Cq ¨ |F | ` C ¨ |U 1|, where ρp∆, Cq ą 0 depends only on ∆, C.
• The sets in F 1 are disjoint when restricted to UzU 1, i.e., for every F1, F2 P F 1 we have F1 X F2 Ď U 1.
We should think of the statement of Theorem 1.8 in the following manner. We interpret almost pairwise-
disjoint sub-collection as a sub-collection that would become pairwise-disjoint after the removal of a small
number of elements of the universe. If ∆ is a constant, then the precise meaning of small and large is that on
the one hand, the size of the sub-collection is at least a constant fraction of the size of the entire collection,
and on the other hand, its size is arbitrarily larger than the number of removed universe elements. The
constant C represents the exact meaning of arbitrarily larger.
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Definition 5.1. For u P U , denote by degpuq :“ |tF P F | u P F u| the number of sets in F containing it.
We may think of our collection as a bipartite graph, where the left side consists of a vertex for each set in F ,
the right side consists of a vertex for each element in the universe U , and every set F is connected to each
universe element it contains. Then, the degree of a universe element u is simply the degree of the vertex
corresponding to it in this graph.
We begin by repeating and slightly generalizing Lemma 4.3, focusing on the case in which the universe has
bounded degrees.
Lemma 5.2. Assume that for every u P U we have degpuq ď d, then we can construct a pair-wise disjoint
sub-collection F 1 Ď F of size F 1 ě 1∆¨d |F |.
Proof. We construct F 1 in a greedy manner. Begin with F 1 “ H being the empty set, and Fˆ :“ F being
the entire collection. As long as Fˆ is non-empty, take an arbitrary element F out of it, add F to F 1, and
remove every F 1 P Fˆ intersecting F (including itself) from Fˆ . As each set F contains at most ∆ elements
and each element is contained in at most d sets, the number of sets intersecting a specific F is bounded by
∆ ¨ d. Thus, the size of Fˆ can decrease by at most ∆ ¨ d after every step and therefore we manage to add at
least 1∆¨d |F | sets to F 1 before Fˆ becomes empty.
This leads to a very natural approach. As the number of high-degree universe elements should be small, we
may try removing all universe elements of degree above some threshold d and then use Lemma 5.2.
As the sum of the degrees in each side of a bipartite graph is equal, we have
ř
uPU degpuq “
ř
FPF |F | ď ∆¨|F |.
In particular, the number of universe elements of degree at least d is at most ∆d |F |. Unfortunately, this is
larger than 1∆¨d |F |, the size of the sub-collection we get by Lemma 5.2, even if we ignore C.
On the other hand, we may notice that the worst-case collection for Lemma 5.2 is in fact not difficult to deal
with. Consider the case where the non-isolated vertices corresponding to universe elements are regular, i.e.,
for each u P U we have degpuq P t0, du for some d. In that case, the number of relevant universe elements
is indeed ∆¨|F |d , but after removing them, the entire collection becomes pair-wise disjoint. Thus, we may
either get |F 1| “ 1∆¨d |F | and |U 1| “ 0 from Lemma 5.2, or |F 1| “ |F | and |U 1| “ ∆¨|F |d by removing the entire
relevant universe. It is easy to verify that for each C, d at least one of the two is large enough, in particular,
for every d we get |F 1| ´ C ¨ |U 1| ě 11`C∆2 |F | for at least one of them. Our proof captures this observation.
Definition 5.3. Denote by Updq :“ |tu P U | degpuq “ du| the number of universe elements of degree d.
The counting claim regarding the sum of the degrees in each side of the discussed bipartite graph can now
be rephrased as
Corollary 5.4. We have
ř|F |
d“1 d ¨ Updq ď ∆|F |.
Denote by
V pdq :“ 1
∆ ¨ d |F | ´ C
|F |ÿ
i“d`1
Upiq
Lemma 5.5. For any d P N, we can construct a sub-collection F 1 Ď F that is pair-wise disjoint after the
removal of a subset U 1 Ď U of the universe, such that p|F 1| ´ C ¨ |U 1|q ě V pdq.
Proof. We let U 1 be the set of all universe elements of degree larger than d. Thus, |U 1| “ ř|F |i“d`1 Upiq. By
Lemma 5.2, after the removal of U 1, we can construct a sub-collection of size |F 1| ě 1∆¨d |F |.
By Lemma 5.5, in order to prove Theorem 1.8 it is enough to give a lower bound for maxd V pdq that is
proportional to |F |. Our approach for this maximization is analytical in nature, but we phrase it in a
discrete manner for simplicity.
We remind the reader of the following well-known fact regarding the Harmonic series
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Claim 5.6. Let Hn :“ řnk“1 1{k be the Harmonic series. Then, Hn ě lnn ` γ, where γ ą 0.577 is the
Euler-Mascheroni constant. Furthermore, for any n ě 1 it holds that Htenu ě n.
We are now ready for the main Lemma needed for the proof of Theorem 1.8.
Lemma 5.7. For any D P N, we have řDd“1 V pdq ě ` 1∆ ¨ |F | ¨HD ´ C∆ ¨ |F |˘.
Proof. Consider the sum
Dÿ
d“1
V pdq “
Dÿ
d“1
¨˝
|F |
∆ ¨ d ´ C ¨
|F |ÿ
i“d`1
Upiq‚˛
“ |F |
∆
HD ´ C ¨
Dÿ
d“1
|F |ÿ
i“d`1
Upiq
We also notice that
Dÿ
d“1
|F |ÿ
i“d`1
Upiq ď
|F |ÿ
d“1
|F |ÿ
i“d`1
Upiq
“
|F |ÿ
d“1
|F |ÿ
i“1
1iąd ¨ Upiq
“
|F |ÿ
i“1
Upiq
|F |ÿ
d“1
1iąd
“
|F |ÿ
d“1
pi´ 1q ¨ Upiq
ď
|F |ÿ
d“1
i ¨ Upiq ď ∆|F |
where the last inequality follows from Corollary 5.4 and the indicator 1iąd is defined to be 1 if i ą d and 0
otherwise. Combining both inequalities we have
Dÿ
d“1
V pdq “ |F |
∆
HD ´ C ¨
Dÿ
d“1
|F |ÿ
i“d`1
Upiq ě |F |
∆
HD ´ C∆ ¨ |F |
proving the Lemma’s statement.
By a standard averaging argument we have
Observation 4. For any D P N, maxd V pdq ě 1D
řD
d“1 V pdq.
We are now ready to finish the proof of Theorem 1.8.
Proof. By Observation 4 and Lemma 5.7, we have that for every D P N,
max
d
V pdq ě 1
D
ˆ |F |
∆
HD ´ C∆ ¨ |F |
˙
.
Slightly rearranging the inequality gives
1
|F | maxd V pdq ě
1
D
ˆ
1
∆
HD ´ C∆
˙
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then choosing an optimal D “ texpp1` C∆2qu and using Claim 5.6 yields
1
|F | maxd V pdq ě
1
expp1` C∆2q
ˆ
1
∆
`
1` C∆2˘´ C∆˙ ą 1
∆ ¨ e1`C∆2 .
We complete the proof by using Lemma 5.5.
We also observe that the sets F 1, U 1 satisfying the statement of Theorem 1.8 can be computed efficiently.
Observation 5. Assuming ∆, C are constants, sets F 1, U 1 satisfying the statement of Theorem 1.8 can be
computed in time Op|F |q.
Proof. Computing the bipartite graph representing the collection F takes linear time. Then, the proofs of
Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.5 are both constructive and run in linear time for any specific degree threshold d.
By the proof of Theorem 1.8 we notice that it is enough to consider only degree thresholds in the constant-
sized range 1 ď d ď D “ texpp1`C∆2qu “ Op1q. Thus, we may find a threshold satisfying the statement in
linear time.
In Appendix A.1 we present a construction showing that in the settings of Theorem 1.8 we must have
ρp∆, Cq ď pC ` 1q´∆. The construction is due to discussions with Noga Alon.
6 Reducing k-coloring to pk ´ 1q-list-coloring
In this section we use Theorem 1.2 in order to prove the following.
Theorem 1.4. Given an algorithm solving pk ´ 1q-list-coloring in time O pp2´ εqnq for some constant
ε ą 0, we can construct an algorithm solving k-coloring in time O `p2´ ε1qn˘ for some (other) constant
ε1 ą 0. Furthermore, the reduction is deterministic.
Beigel and Eppstein [1] show that 4-list-coloring (as a special case of a p4, 2q-CSP) can be solved in time
Op1.81nq. Therefore we conclude that
Theorem 1.6. 5-coloring can be solved in time O pp2´ εqnq for some constant ε ą 0.
We begin by illustrating the idea intuitively. By Theorem 1.2, it suffices to solve k-coloring for graphs in
which most vertices have high degrees. We show that in this case, the graph has a small dominating set,
this is a subset R of vertices such that every vertex not in R is adjacent to at least one vertex of R. Given
a k-coloring of the dominating set, the problem of extending the coloring to a k-coloring of the entire graph
becomes a problem of pk ´ 1q-list-coloring the rest of the graph. This is because each vertex not in the
dominating set has a neighbor in it, and thus has at least one of the k colors which it cannot use. Assuming
the dominating set is small enough, we can enumerate over the k-colorings of vertices in it, and then solve
the remaining pk ´ 1q-list-coloring problem.
Lemma 6.1. Let G be a graph. Assume that there exists a subset of vertices V 1 Ď V pGq of size |V 1| ě
p1´αq ¨ |V pGq| such that for every v P V 1 we have degpvq ě ∆´1. Then, G has a dominating set R Ď V pGq
of size |R| ď `p1´ αq ¨ 1`ln ∆∆ ` α˘ ¨ |V pGq|. Furthermore, there is an efficient deterministic algorithm to
find such a dominating set.
Proof. Denote by δpGq the minimum degree of a vertex in G. Let R0 be a random subset of V pGq chosen
by picking each v P V pGq independently with probability p. We have Er|R0|s “ p ¨ |V pGq|. Let v P V 1 be a
vertex of degree at least ∆ ´ 1, the probability of not adding v or any one of its neighbors to R is at most
p1´ pq∆. Denote by R1 the set of vertices that are in V 1 but not in R0 and do not have a neighbor in R0.
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By the previous observation, Er|R1|s ď p1 ´ pq∆ ¨ |V 1|. Similarly, denote by R2 the set of vertices that are
in V pGqzV 1, not in R0 and do not have a neighbor in R0. We have Er|R2|s ď p1´ pqδpGq`1 ¨ |V pGqzV 1|.
The set R “ R0 YR1 YR2 is a dominating set. We have
Er|R|s ď Er|R0|s ` Er|R1|s ` Er|R2|s
ď p ¨ |V pGq| ` p1´ pq∆ ¨ |V 1| ` p1´ pqδpGq`1 ¨ |V pGqzV 1|
ď
´
p` p1´ αq ¨ p1´ pq∆ ` α ¨ p1´ pqδpGq`1
¯
¨ |V pGq|.
Furthermore, we can efficiently compute Er|R|s even after conditioning on whether or not vertices are chosen
to R0. Thus, the method of conditional expectations results in an efficient deterministic algorithm that finds
a set R of size at most the above expectation. We elaborate on the matter in Appendix A.2.
While not optimal for many parameters, for the sake of our use of this lemma it suffices to pick p “ ln ∆∆ , for
which we get
|R| ď
ˆ
ln ∆
∆
` p1´ αq ¨ p1´ ln ∆
∆
q∆ ` α ¨ p1´ ln ∆
∆
qδpGq`1
˙
¨ |V pGq|
ď
ˆ
ln ∆
∆
` p1´ αq ¨ e´ ln ∆ ` α ¨ p1´ ln ∆
∆
q
˙
¨ |V pGq|
“
ˆ
p1´ αq ¨ 1` ln ∆
∆
` α
˙
¨ |V pGq|.
As evident in the proof of Lemma 6.1, a lower bound on the minimum degree δpGq of the graph can result
in a slightly better bound on the size of the dominating set we can construct. While it is not necessary for
proving the statement of Theorem 1.4, we include the following observation for completeness.
Lemma 6.2. Given an algorithm solving k-coloring for graphs of minimum degree δpGq ě k, we can con-
struct an algorithm solving k-coloring for every graph with the same running time (up to an additive poly-
nomial factor).
Proof. Denote by A the algorithm solving k-coloring for graphs with minimum degree δpGq ě k. Given a
graph G, we initiate a stack σ and run the following iterative process. As long as there is a vertex v in G
of degree degpvq ă k, we push v into σ and remove it and its adjacent edges from G. When we finish, our
graph is of minimal degree δpGq ě k and thus we can run A. If G, which is currently an induced sub-graph
of the input graph, is not k-colorable, then the input graph is not k-colorable as well. Otherwise, we extend
the coloring c of G returned by A iteratively as follows. As long as σ is not empty, pop a vertex v out of it.
Re-insert v and its adjacent edges back into G. As by construction it is of degree degpvq ă k, we must have
at least one color i that is not used for any of v’s neighbors. Extend c to v by setting cpvq “ i. When the
stack σ is empty, c is a k-coloring of the entire input graph.
Lemma 6.3. Let G be a graph with a dominating set R. We can solve k-coloring for G by solving k|R|
instances of pk ´ 1q-list-coloring on graphs with |V pGq| ´ |R| vertices.
Proof. A k-coloring c : RÑ rks of GrRs can be extended to a k-coloring c1 : V pGq Ñ rks of G with c1|R “ c,
if and only if there is valid coloring of GrV pGqzRs such that a vertex v P V pGqzR can only be colored with
a color from rkszcpRXNpvqq. As each v P V pGqzR has at least one neighbor in R, we have |RXNpvq| ě 1
and in particular |rkszcpR X Npvqq| ď k ´ 1. Thus, we are left with a pk ´ 1q-list-coloring problem on
GrV pGqzRs.
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.4.
Proof. Let ∆, α ą 0 be constants to be chosen later. Given a graph G with n vertices, we check whether it
is pα,∆q-bounded. If it is, then we use the algorithm of Theorem 1.2 to solve k-coloring in O pp2´ εα,∆qnq
time. Otherwise, there are more than p1 ´ αqn vertices of degree larger than ∆ and by Lemma 6.1 we
can find a dominating set R of G of size |R| ď `p1´ αq ¨ 1`ln ∆∆ ` α˘n. Using Lemma 6.3 and the givenpk ´ 1q-list-coloring algorithm, we can solve k-coloring for G in time
k|R| ¨ p2´ εqn´|R| “
ˆ
k
2´ ε
˙|R|
¨ p2´ εqn ď
ˆ
k
2´ ε
˙pp1´αq¨ 1`ln ∆∆ `αqn
¨ p2´ εqn .
Combining both cases, we get an algorithm running in time O p2´ ε1qn for
ε1 :“ min
˜
εα,∆ , 2´
ˆ
k
2´ ε
˙pp1´αq¨ 1`ln ∆∆ `αq
¨ p2´ εq
¸
.
When α Ñ 0 and ∆ Ñ 8 the second expression converges to ε ą 0. Therefore, for any choice of a small
enough constant α and large enough integer ∆ we have ε1 ą 0.
7 Reducing k-coloring to pk ´ 2q-list-coloring
We now refine the reduction of Section 6 and show that
Theorem 1.5. Given an algorithm solving pk´2q-list-coloring in time O pp2´ εqnq for some constant ε ą 0,
we can construct an algorithm solving k-coloring with high probability in time O
`p2´ ε1qn˘ for some (other)
constant ε1 ą 0.
Once again, we use the 4-list-coloring algorithm of Beigel and Eppstein [1] to conclude
Theorem 1.7. 6-coloring can be solved with high probability in time O pp2´ εqnq for some constant ε ą 0.
We begin by outlining the way in which the previous reduction can be improved. Consider the reduction of
Section 6 and specifically the proof of Theorem 1.4. In the case where the graph is pα,∆q-bounded, we may
still use Theorem 1.2 and gain an exponential improvement. We now focus on the other case, in which most
vertices are of degrees larger than ∆. Let ∆1 be some constant to be chosen later. We think of ∆1 as large
yet arbitrarily smaller than ∆. Consider an arbitrary k-coloring c : V pGq Ñ rks of G. For a vertex v P V pGq
we denote by Nipvq :“ NpvqX c´1piq the set of v’s neighbors that are colored by i in c. We say that a vertex
v is good if there are at least two distinct colors i ‰ j for which |Nipvq|, |Njpvq| ą ∆1. As in the proof of
Lemma 6.1, a small random subset of vertices (whose size depends on ∆1) is likely to hit at least one neighbor
of v of color i and at least one neighbor of v of color j. Denote by β the fraction of bad (i.e., not good)
vertices in V pGq. If β is small enough, a reduction almost identical to the previous one works. Uniformally
pick a random small set R0 of graph vertices, enumerate over the colorings of the vertices in R0. In one of
the colorings (the one corresponding to c restricted to R0) we expect having in R0 neighbors of at least two
different colors for almost all vertices of V pGqzR0. With a cautious implementation, this gives a reduction
to pk ´ 2q-list-coloring. Thus, the interesting case is when α is very small yet β is large. For a bad vertex
v P V pGq of degree larger than ∆, we must have single color i such that |Nipvq| ě
´
1´ pk´1q¨∆1∆
¯
|Npvq|.
Thus, almost all of the neighbors of a bad vertex can be colored by the same color. We therefore aim to gain
by picking a large subset of v’s neighbors and contract them to a single vertex. It is likely that c remains a
valid coloring after the contraction. Furthermore, if the contracted set is an independent set, a coloring of the
resulting graph is also a coloring of the original graph. The algorithmic harnessing of the above observation
is somewhat involved, as we cannot identify good and bad vertices easily.
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Pick R0, a random subset of V where vertices are picked i.i.d. with probability
ln ∆1
∆1 ;
if |R0| ą 1`ln ∆1∆1 n then
Return that no coloring was found and halt;
for Every function c1 : R0 Ñ rks do
if c1 is a valid coloring of GrR0s then
Compute R :“ BpR0, c1q;
if |R| ă βn` 5∆1n then
for Every function c2 : RÑ rks do
if c1 Y c2 is a valid coloring of GrR0 YRs then
for v P V pGqzpR0 YRq do
Lpvq :“ rkszpc1 Y c2q pNpvq X pR0 YRqq;
Run A on V pGqzpR0 YRq with the lists Lp¨q;
If it returns a coloring c3, return c1 Y c2 Y c3 and halt;
Return that no coloring was found;
Algorithm 1: Algorithm A1pG, k,∆1, βq
Lemma 7.1. Let G be a k-colorable graph, ∆1 be some constant, let c be a k-coloring of G. Assume that
we are also given β, an upper bound on the fraction of bad vertices in G with respect to c,∆1. Given an
algorithm A solving pk´2q-list-coloring in time O pp2´ εqnq, we can construct an algorithm A1 that runs in
O
¨˝ˆ
k
2´ ε
˙´ 6`ln ∆1
∆1 `β
¯
n
¨ p2´ εqn‚˛
time, and returns a k-coloring of G with probability at least 12 .
Proof. Let R0 be a random subset of G’s vertices, picking each vertex independently with probability p. Let
v be a good vertex and i, j two colors for which |Nipvq|, |Njpvq| ą ∆1. We have a probability of at most
2 ¨ p1 ´ pq∆1 that either NipV q X R0 or Njpvq X R0 is empty. Thus, the expected number of good vertices
without neighbors in R0 of two different colors (according to c) is bounded by 2p1 ´ pq∆1n. By Markov’s
inequality, with probability greater than 35 their number is at most 5p1 ´ pq∆
1
n. For any R0 Ď V pGq and
a partial coloring c1 : R0 Ñ rks, denote by BpR0, c1q the set of all vertices in V pGqzR0 that do not have
neighbors of two different colors (according to c1) in R0. By the above, we have that
|BpR0, c
ˇˇ
R0
q| ď βn` 5p1´ pq∆1n
with probability at least 35 . We pick p “ ln ∆
1
∆1 and have
βn` 5 ¨ p1´ pq∆1 ¨ n ă βn` 5
∆1
n.
We also note that |R0| „ Binpn, pq “ Binpn, ln ∆1∆1 q. Thus by applying the standard Chernoff bound
Pr pX ą p1` δqµq ă e´ δ2µ3 with δ “ 1ln ∆1 we have
Prp|R0| ą 1` ln ∆
1
∆1
nq ă e´ n3∆1 ln ∆1 ă 1
10
.
We therefore consider Algorithm 1.
The correctness is quite straightforward. Every coloring returned by the algorithm is valid, and with prob-
ability at least 12 we reach the inner for loop with both c
1 Y c2 “ cˇˇ
R0YR and thus A will return a valid
solution. The inner loops run at most k
1`ln ∆1
∆1 n`βn` 5∆1 n times and thus we get the desired running time.
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if G is pα1,∆q-bounded then
Run Algorithm Ak,∆,α1pGq;
else
Run Algorithm A1pG, k,∆1, β1q;
Algorithm 2: Algorithm A2pG, k,∆1,∆, α1, β1q
If we choose a large enough constant ∆1 and β is small enough, Lemma 7.1 gives an exponential improvement.
We next deal with the case where β is not small enough, and then finally discuss our concrete algorithm
(that cannot compute or use the value of β).
Lemma 7.2. Let G be a k-colorable graph, ∆1, r ě 2 be some integers, and let c be a k-coloring of G. Let β
be a lower bound on the fraction of bad vertices in G with respect to c,∆1. Denote by ∆ :“ rpk ´ 1q∆1 ` r2
and by α the fraction of G’s vertices of degrees at most ∆.
If we pick a random vertex v P V pGq and then a random subset S Ď Npvq of size exactly r, then the
probability that cpuq is identical for all u P S is at least 14 pβ ´ αq.
Proof. With probability at least β ´ α the vertex v is bad and of degree larger than ∆. In this case, there
exists a single color i such that for all j ‰ i we have |Njpvq| ă ∆1. We construct S iteratively by picking a
random neighbor of v that is not already in S for r times. After ` ă r iterations, the probability of a random
vertex of NpvqzS to be in Nipvq is at least
|Nipvq| ´ r
|Npvq| “ 1´
r `řj‰i |Njpvq|
|Npvq| ě 1´
r ` pk ´ 1q ¨∆1
∆
“ 1´ 1
r
.
Thus, the probability that all r neighbors are in Nipvq is at leastˆ
1´ 1
r
˙r
ě 1
4
.
Intuitively, if 14 pβ ´ αq ą 2´pr´1q it is beneficial to use Lemma 7.2 and contract the set S, decreasing the
number of vertices by pr ´ 1q.
For constants ∆1, r we set
∆ :“ r2 ` rpk ´ 1q∆1
β1 :“ 8 ¨ p2´ εq
´pr´1q
1´ p2´ εq´r
α1 :“ 1
2
β1.
Furthermore, we pick ∆1, r to be large enough to satisfyˆ
k
2´ ε
˙´ 6`ln ∆1
∆1 `β1
¯
¨ p2´ εq ă 2.
Let ε2 be
˜
2´
´
k
2´ε
¯´ 6`ln ∆1
∆1 `β1
¯
¨ p2´ εq
¸
P p0, εq. Let ε1 the minimum between εk,∆,α1 of Theorem 1.2
and ε2.
We first combine Algorithm Ak,∆,α1 of Theorem 1.2 and Algorithm A1 of Lemma 7.1 and define Algorithm 2
that covers both the case when β is small and the case when α is large.
The following Lemma immediately follows
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Set flag to 1 with probability p2´ εq´|V pGq|, and to 0 otherwise;
if flag is 1 or |V pGq| ď r then
Run Algorithm A2pG, k,∆1,∆, α1, β1q and return its output;
else
Choose a random v uniformly out of V pGq;
if degpvq ă ∆ then
Halt;
Choose uniformally a random subset S Ď Npvq of size exactly r;
if S is not an independent set in G then
Halt;
Contract S to a single vertex in G;
Run A3pGq recursively. If the recursive call returned a coloring, we convert it to a coloring of the
original graph by expanding the contracted vertex back into S and giving all of its vertices the
color of the contracted vertex;
Algorithm 3: Algorithm A3pG, kq
Lemma 7.3. Algorithm A2 runs in O
`p2´ ε1qn˘ time, and if pβ ´ αq ď pβ1 ´ α1q it returns a k-coloring of
G with probability at least 12 .
Proof. If α ě α1 then we run Algorithm Ak,∆,α1 and thus correctness follows from Theorem 1.2. Otherwise,
β ď α` pβ1 ´ α1q ă β1 and thus correctness follows from Lemma 7.1.
We finally prove Theorem 1.5 by constructing Algorithm 3.
Lemma 7.4. If G is k-colorable then A3pGq returns a coloring with probability
at least p2´ εq´p|V pGq|`1q.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on |V pGq|. The base case |V pGq| ď r follows from the correctness
of Algorithm A2. We now prove the induction step by considering two cases. If pβ ´ αq ď pβ1 ´ α1q then
with probability p2´ εq´|V pGq| we set flag to 1 and run Algorithm A2. We then produce a coloring with
probability at least 12 by Lemma 7.3. Otherwise, with probability 1´ p2´ εq´|V pGq| ě 1´ p2´ εq´r we set
flag to 0. We have
1
4
pβ ´ αq ą 1
4
pβ1 ´ α1q “ 1
8
β1 “ p2´ εq
´pr´1q
1´ p2´ εq´r ,
and thus by Lemma 7.2 we both set flag to 0 and pick a set S such that G remains k-colorable after the
contraction with probability greater than p2´ εq´pr´1q. The contraction decreases |V pGq| by exactly r ´ 1
and therefore by the induction hypothesis the probability of the recursive call to return a coloring is at least
p2´ εq´p|V pGq|´pr´1q`1q. In both cases, the induction hypothesis holds for |V pGq|.
Lemma 7.5. The expected running time of Algorithm A3 is O
´´
2´ε1
2´ε
¯n¯
.
Proof. With probability p2´ εq´|V pGq| we set flag to 1 and run Algorithm A2 which takes O
´
p2´ ε1q|V pGq|
¯
time. Otherwise, we recursively run A3 on a graph with |V pGq|´pr´1q vertices. Thus, the expected running
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time is
T pnq “ p2´ εq´n ¨O ``2´ ε1˘n˘` ´1´ p2´ εq´n¯ ¨ T pn´ pr ´ 1qq
ď O
ˆˆ
2´ ε1
2´ ε
˙n˙
` T pn´ pr ´ 1qq
“ . . . “ O
ˆˆ
2´ ε1
2´ ε
˙n˙
.
The last equality holds as ε1 ă ε.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. We run A3pGq for n ¨ p2´ εqn`1 times. If any of them found a coloring we return
it and otherwise say that the graph is not k-colorable. If G is k-colorable, the probability we never find a
coloring is bounded by ´
1´ p2´ εq´pn`1q
¯n¨p2´εqn`1 ă e´n.
The expected running time of all iterations together is O
`
n p2´ ε1qn˘. We can terminate the run of the
algorithm if it takes much longer than its expected run-time as with high probability it does not happen.
8 Conclusions and Open Problems
The main algorithmic contribution of the paper is Theorem 1.2. We use it in order to answer a few fun-
damental questions regarding the running time of k-coloring algorithms. In particular, we present the first
O pp2´ εqnq algorithms solving 5-coloring and 6-coloring, for some ε ą 0. While the ε we can get using our
tools is very small, this serves as the first proof that 5-coloring can be solved faster than we can currently
compute the chromatic number in general. The upper bound in Appendix A.1 shows that the magnitude of
ε is a necessary consequence of using the removal lemma.
The main open problem that we leave unsettled is
Open Problem 3. Can we solve k-coloring in O˚ pp2´ εkqnq time for some εk ą 0, for every k?
Theorem 1.2 makes some progress towards answering it, by giving some additional conditions on the input
graph under which the answer is affirmative. In particular, we show that it holds for sparse graphs, i.e.,
graphs of bounded average degree. A new problem arising from this observation is
Open Problem 4. Can we compute the chromatic number in O˚ pp2´ εdqnq time for graphs with average
degree bounded by d, for some εd ą 0 and every d?
We note that in Theorem 4.2, which is a somewhat simplified version of Theorem 1.2, we do not require
k to be a constant (i.e., we get an exponential improvement for computing the chromatic number of such
graphs). It is intriguing to understand if the assumption that k is constant is inherent in Theorem 1.2.
While it is believed that O˚p2nq is the right bound for computing the chromatic number, we have no strong
evidence to support this. There are reductions from popular problems and conjectures (like SETH) to other
partitioning problems [6] or other parameterizations of the coloring problem [14]. It is interesting whether it
can be showed that an O˚ pp2´ εqnq algorithm for computing the chromatic number would refute any other
popular conjecture. This question was raised several times, including in the book of Fomin and Kaski [10].
Another technical contribution of the paper is Theorem 1.8. We believe that the presented removal lemma
could serve as a tool in the design of other exponential algorithms. It would be interesting to find more
problems for which it can be used.
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A Appendix
A.1 Upper Bound for Section 5
In this section we provide a construction showing that in Theorem 1.8 we must have ρp∆, Cq ď pC ` 1q´∆.
This bound is due to discussions with Noga Alon.
Theorem A.1. For any positive integers C,∆, n we can construct a collection F of pC ` 1q∆ ¨ n sets of
size ∆, such that for every subsets F 1 Ď F and U 1 Ď U satisfying that @F1, F2 P F 1. F1 X F2 Ď U 1, we have
|F 1| ´ C9|U 1| ě n.
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Denote by T the complete pC`1q-ary tree of depth ∆´1. Let the universe U0 be the set of T ’s vertices. Let
F0 be the collection of pC`1q9pC`1q∆´1 sets corresponding to root-to-leaf paths in T taken with multiplicity
pC ` 1q each. Each set of F0 contains the ∆ vertices in its corresponding path, each such path has pC ` 1q
identical sets corresponding to it in F0.
Lemma A.2. For every F 10 Ď F0 and U 10 Ď U0 satisfying that @F1, F2 P F 10. F1 X F2 Ď U 10, we have
|F 10| ´ C ¨ |U 10| ď 1.
Proof. Denote by r the root of T . If r R U 10 then |F 10| ď 1 as all sets contain r. Otherwise, denote by T0 the
connected component of T rU 10s (i.e., the induced sub-graph of T on the vertex set U 10) containing r. Denote
by ` the number of leaves in T0, and by |T0| the total number of vertices in T0. As T0 is a pC ` 1q-ary tree,
we have pC ` 1q ¨ ` ď 1 ` C ¨ |T0|. Consider a leaf v of T0 which is not a leaf of T . It has pC ` 1q children
in T and by definition, all are not in U 10. Thus, at most one set in F 10 can contain each of these children. In
particular, at most pC`1q sets in F 10 contain v. Consider a leaf v of T0 which is also a leaf of T . There is only
one root-to-leaf path containing v, and it appears in F0 with multiplicity pC ` 1q. Hence, there are at most
pC`1q sets in F 10 containing v. From both cases we conclude that |F 10| ď pC`1q¨` ď 1`C ¨|T0| ď 1`C ¨|U 10|.
Thus, |F 10| ´ C ¨ |U 10| ď 1.
We prove Theorem A.1 by taking n disjoint copies of F0 over different base sets.
A.2 Derandomizing Lemma 6.1
The construction of a dominating set in Lemma 6.1 can be done in a deterministic manner using the method
of conditional expectations ([29] [25]) as follows. We first note that, in the notation of Lemma 6.1, and for
every disjoint subsets V0, V1 Ď V pGq, we can efficiently compute
Er|R| | @v P V1.v P R0 ^ @v P V0.v R R0s
by using the linearity of expectation and considering the following cases:
• If v P V1 then Prpv P Rq “ 1.
• If v P V0:
– If Npvq X V1 ‰ H then Prpv P Rq “ 0.
– Else, Prpv P Rq “ p1´ pq|NpvqzV0|.
• If v R V0 Y V1:
– If Npvq X V1 ‰ H then Prpv P Rq “ p.
– Else, Prpv P Rq “ p` p1´ pq1`|NpvqzV0|.
We next notice that if u R V0 Y V1 then
Er|R| | @v P V1.v P R0 ^ @v P V0.v R R0s “ p¨Er|R| | @v P V1 Y tuu.v P R0 ^ @v P V0.v R R0s
`p1´ pq¨Er|R| | @v P V1.v P R0 ^ @v P V0 Y tuu.v R R0s.
Thus, we can add u into either V0 or V1 without increasing the above expectation. We therefore can iteratively
add every vertex of V pGq to either V0 or V1 without increasing the conditional expectation. We finish with
a concrete choice of R0 such that |R| is bounded by the original Er|R|s.
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